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Abstract 
 

This paper proposes a new measurement method for the effective measurement of the 99% 
occupied bandwidth (OBW) at monitoring stations. Although the OBW  measurement of radio 
signal is recommended by the International Telecommunication Union Radio (ITU-R) with 
several methods, there still does not exist a clear measurement recommendation or standard 
for terrestrial DTV signal on-air environment. Modified adjacent channel power ratio 
(MACPR), which can be applied to 8-VSB (Vestigial Side Band) DTV (Digital Television) 
signal, is herein defined to verify the results of measurements obtained using the proposed 
measurement method. MACPR is a proper measuring parameter for determining the 
measuring area of a monitoring station. From measurement results obtained in real field 
environment, it has been found that the OBW of 8-VSB DTV signal can be effectively 
measured in areas where the MACPR value is over 35 dB and when the measurements are 
repeated more than 600 times in the same reception site. It  also has been verified that 
measured results are within an error range of +/-0.1% compared to results directly obtained at 
a transmission station. It is expected that the proposed method is able to be employed in order 
to determine the proper location of monitoring station and provide a reliable OBW 
measurement procedure for 8-VSB DTV signal on-air environment.  
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1. Introduction 

Effective monitoring and management of radio signal by service providers is important for 
screening against illegal use of radio, identifying possible interferences between several 
services, and maintaining the quality of radio. Moreover, the management and monitoring of 
radio signal should be continuously and quickly performed, and monitoring technologies that 
have the confidence of service providers are required.  

An occupied bandwidth (OBW) measurement, which is a type of radio monitoring method 
of terrestrial broadcasting, can be achieved by connecting measurement equipment directly to 
the radio frequency (RF) monitoring port of each broadcasting system. However, this method 
is problematic in that it is difficult to identify whether or not there is a violation of the OBW 
due to the fact that this method must give prior notice of the measurement to the broadcasting 
system. Thus, a radio monitoring method using OBW measurement should be performed in a 
real field, and the measured OBW must present a small error as well as a reliable level 
compared to the results obtained by directly connecting measurement equipment to the RF 
monitoring port of a transmission station. Although the OBW measurement of radio signal is 
recommended by the International Telecommunication Union Radio (ITU-R) with several 
methods, there still does not exist a clear measurement recommendation or standard for 
terrestrial DTV signal in a real field. Thus, we perform an OBW measurement of the 
Advanced Television System Committee (ATSC) terrestrial 8-VSB   DTV broadcasting signal 
in a certain part of Seoul, Korea and propose a new   measurement procedure and standards to 
effectively measure the OBW of terrestrial DTV signal on air .  

This paper first performs a simulated measurement of generated 8-VSB DTV signal, in 
order to examine the characteristics of 8-VSB DTV signal and the reliability of the OBW 
measurement. The measurement results were used to make a standard for field measurement 
of terrestrial DTV signal. In addition, the measurement standard proposed in this paper was 
verified using statistical analysis of measurements made at monitoring stations and the direct 
measurement of the OBW using the RF monitoring port of a DTV transmission station.  

In order to effectively measure 8-VSB DTV signal, this paper applies the 99% OBW 
measurement method recommended by ITU-R and defines a modified adjacent channel power 
ratio (MACPR), which is a modified form of the existing adjacent channel power ratio 
(ACPR), for the configuration of a proper area for the measurement of the OBW in the field. 
While the 99% OBW measurement method recommended by ITU-R does not refer to ACPR 
or MACPR for the measurement of the OBW, this paper proposes that MACPR, which is a 
modified form of ACPR that is used to compare the power of a transmitted channel with that of 
an adjacent channel to verify the linearity of a power amplifier in mobile communications, be 
used as a parameter to measure the 99% OBW. MACPR can be used as a parameter to 
determine a proper measuring area for performing highly reliable OBW measurements.  

We also verify that the results of the OBW measurement made in the field using the 
measurement method proposed in this paper are not significantly different from the results of 
the direct measurement of the OBW using a RF monitoring port at a DTV transmission station. 
Thus, it is expected that the proposed method is able to be employed to effectively  perform a 
reliable OBW measurement in real  field.  

A brief outline of the paper follows: In Section 2, the Z% OBW is examined briefly. Section 
3 presents the method for measuring the OBW of 8-VSB DTV signal at monitoring stations. 
Measurement results are then given in Section 4 for illustrating that reliable OBW 
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measurements were achieved by the proposed measurement method with an error of less than 
0.1% of the actual OBW of the transmitted signal. 

2.  Z% Occupied Bandwidth 
A bandwidth measurement method can be varied according to the type of bandwidth, such 

as absolute bandwidth, 3 dB bandwidth, equivalent bandwidth, null-to-null bandwidth, root 
mean square (RMS) bandwidth, Z% occupied bandwidth, and x dB bandwidth. ITU-R 
recommends Z% occupied bandwidth for bandwidth measurement. The Z% OBW presents an 
easy calculation and has the ability to specify a spectrum for various radio forms [1][2]. 
However, it does not have the ability to measure an exact OBW when interference signals that 
has strong magnetic field near the desired signal exist. Thus, the 8-VSB DTV signal employed 
in this paper was chosen as a measuring signal because there were no assigned channels 
around the 8-VSB DTV channel.  

The Z% OBW measurement method can be used to measure the width of a frequency band 
such that, above and below the upper and lower frequency limits, the average transmission 
power is each equal to β/2 % of the total average power of a given signal for the span of a 
spectrum analyzer. If ITU-R does not present a specific reference for a special radio form, the 
value of β/2 % is equal to 0.5. Fig. 1 shows the definition of the Z% OBW recommended by 
ITU-R.  The 99% OBW is herein employed as a measurement standard in which the value of 
β/2 % is 0.5 [3].  

Of particular note in the calculation of the Z% OBW of an 8-VSB DTV signal is that a pilot 
signal exists in 8-VSB DTV signal. Because the Z% OBW is defined as the bandwidth 
excluding the values to the left and right of  β/2 % of the total transmission average power in a 
spectrum, which presents a symmetric shape in its left and right sections, the exact OBW can 
be measured by using the total average transmission power which is calculated by excluding 
the pilot signal in the 8-VSB DTV signal.    

 

Z% Bandwidth

f

/ 2%β/ 2%β

 

 
Fig. 1. Definition of the Z% occupied bandwidth 
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3. Proposed Measurement Method 

3.1 Measurement System and Procedures 
Fig. 2 shows the configuration of a measurement system, which is able to measure 8-VSB 

DTV signal at a monitoring station. The major measuring equipment used in this work 
consisted of a spectrum analyzer, a log periodic (LP) antenna, a global positioning system 
(GPS) satellite receiver, a control system, which should be able to control a receiver antenna, a 
storing and analyzing system for the received DTV signal data, and other auxiliary equipment.  

 The major characteristics of a LP antenna are given in Table 1. The connection cable 
between the LP antenna (a type of receiver antenna) and the spectrum analyzer was a RG-8 
coaxial cable with a length of 10 m and loss of 0.7 dB. A GPS satellite receiver was used to 
measure the latitude and longitude of the measurement area. The major measurement 
parameters employed in this paper are given in Table 2. In Table 2, the number of pixels is the 
unique number of pixels used in the spectrum analyzer to measure the OBW. Since the 
resolution bandwidth (RBW) is to be taken as approximately less than 3% of the span, the 
transmission bandwidth of 8-VSB DTV signal can be exactly measured when the RBW is 
configured to be less than 30 kHz [4]. In the reference [4], 30 kHz measurement bandwidth, i.e. 
RBW of spectrum analyzer, has a small amount of error near the band edge [4]. Thus, the value 
of the RBW was taken as 30 kHz. Since the video bandwidth (VBW) can usually be defined as 
more than three times the RBW, the value of the VBW was taken as 300 kHz, which is 10 
times the RBW to maximally reduce a peak error of the spectrum analyzer [5][6]. The span 
was taken as 12 MHz, double the DTV channel bandwidth of 6 MHz, in order to apply 
MACPR, which is one of the major factors in measuring the OBW [7]. The parameters shown 
in Table 2 are the optimal parameters to effectively measure the OBW of 8-VSB DTV signal.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Measurement system used at a mobile monitoring station  
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Table 1.  MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF A LP ANTENNA 
Parameter Value 

Antenna Type Log Periodic Dipole 
Frequency 400 MHz ~ 3 GHz 

Gain 5 ~ 8 dBi 
Front-back Ratio 15 dB 

 
 

Table 2. MAJOR PARAMETERS OF A SPECTRUM ANALYZER 
Parameter Value 

Number of Pixels 601 
RBW 30 kHz 
VBW 300 kHz 

Sweep Time 50 ms 
Span 12 MHz 

Detection Mode Sample Mode 
Average Mode OFF 

 
 

3.2 Definition of MACPR 
Because the Z% OBW is defined as the bandwidth equivalent to 99% of the power of the 

measured channel, the OBW can be varied according to the power of the measured channel. 
Thus, the measurement should be made in a region where the channel power is guaranteed at a 
certain level in order to apply the Z% OBW measurement method in the field. However, there 
are no specific parameters which is needed for the determination of the location of a 
monitoring station and the effective measurement of the Z% OBW  recommended by ITU-R. 
Therefore, for the application of Z% OBW in a real field, we propose MACPR as a parameter 
to choose the proper location of a monitoring station where a certain reliable OBW is to be 
measured.  

MACPR is a modified type of ACPR calculation, which is shown in Fig. 3. ACPR is used as 
a standard to present the linearity of a power amplifier in mobile communications [8]. Because 
ACPR represents the ratio of the transmitted channel power to the adjacent channel power, the 
ACPR means a change in the transmitted channel power if the adjacent channel power is 
changed slightly. Thus, it is possible to define a parameter that is useful for determining a 
region to measure the Z% OBW in the case of proper application of ACPR. 

As shown in Fig. 4, we define MACPR, a modified type of the existing ACPR calculation, 
and propose a parameter to determine a certain OBW measuring area for 8-VSB DTV signal. 
The existing ACPR corresponds to the calculation using the power of the total channel 
bandwidth divided by the power of the 30 kHz bandwidth of the adjacent channel [8]. 
However, the MACPR is defined as the ratio of the power within the frequency band of 
[fc-3MHz, fc+3MHz] to the power within the lower half adjacent channel [fc-6MHz, fc-3MHz] 
and upper half adjacent channel [fc+3MHz, fc+6MHz]. In the previous notation, fc denotes the 
center frequency of the transmitted signal and [a, b] denotes the range between a and b. 
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Fig. 3.  Definition of ACPR 
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Fig. 4. Definition of MACPR 
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where P1 is the power within a transmitted channel and P2 is the power within a bandwidth of 
30 kHz in an adjacent channel.  

 
 

10 log T

A

APMACPR
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=  

 
                                                                  (2) 

 
where APT is total power measured in a 6 MHz in-channel bandwidth and APA is total power 
measured in two 3 MHz adjacent channel bandwidth.  

Since MACPR can be used to identify the power ratio of the transmission channel to the 
adjacent channel, it is possible to effectively represent changes in the power of the 
transmission channel due to environmental factors in the measurement of 8-VSB DTV signal 
in the field, such as multipath loss and a decrease in the magnetic field strength due to an 
increase in the distance from a transmission station. On the other hand, if the adjacent channel 
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no longer exists, APA is the measurement instrument’s own noise power in the adjacent 
channel. So, MACPR can be used to identify the power ratio of the transmission channel to the 
measurement instrument’s own noise.  

 
3.3 Relationship between MACPR and noise floor 
 

In this section, the impacts of noise floor on the proposed MACPR parameter are examined 
under the condition that the adjacent channel is not in use on the air. The reason is that our 
proposed measurement method is applicable to the measurement of the OBW of the 
transmitted channel whose the adjacent channels are vacant. The configuration of the 
measurement system in a monitoring station is illustrated as shown in Fig. 5[9]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. The configuration of measurement system 
 
From Fig. 5, it is observed that No,  and  can be expressed as 
 

 
                                    (3) 
 

 
in which  and  are the noise powers at the amplifier input and output ports, respectively,   
G is the amplifier gain,  is a noise figure,  and  are the powers of the transmitted channel 
at the amplifier input and output ports, respectively, and  and  are the powers of the 
adjacent channel at the amplifier input and output ports, respectively.   
In the expression (3), the same noise power No is added to each channel since the bandwidth of 
the adjacent channel is equal to that of the transmitted channel. Furthermore,  is taken as 
zero since the adjacent channel is vacant. 
Upon substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) and taking  as zero, MACPR is given by  
 

             (4) 
 
From the expression (4), it can be seen that MACPR is nearly proportional to SNR  if SNR is 
relatively large enough to neglect the noise floor . This implies that the environmental 
factors such as fading margin and the noise characteristics of the receiver do not have 
significant impacts on the accuracy of the OBW of the transmitted channel which is made a 
measurement at the location where MACPR is relatively large. 
One simulated test has been carried out in the lab in order to demonstrate the proposed 
parameter MACPR is not sensitive to the strength of noise floor in case of relatively large 
SNR. 

Fig. 6 shows the changes in the power of an 8-VSB DTV transmission channel and an 
adjacent channel according to changes in MACPR. While the power of the 8-VSB DTV 
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transmission channel varied linearly with the MACPR value, the power of the adjacent 
channel was not significantly changed. Therefore, it is possible to apply MACPR to the 
identification of a proper reception site for measurement of the OBW because the MACPR 
value is proportional to the magnetic field strength of the 8-VSB DTV channel and it is also 
inversely proportional to the distance between the transmitter and the monitoring station. Also, 
Fig. 6 represents the difference between the instrument’s own noise power and the power of 
the 8-VSB DTV signal. As the adjacent channel no longer exists, the adjacent channel in the 
Fig. 6 can stand for instrument’s own noise power. 

 
 

 
Fig. 6. Power comparison of an 8-VSB DTV transmitted channel to an adjacent channel as a function of 

the MACPR value 
 

3.4 Optimum number of measurement trials 
 

Multiple measurements of the OBW using a spectrum analyzer in the field may not present 
the same results due to rapid change in radio environmental factors, even though the 
measurements are made at the same site. In addition, the measured spectrum can be slightly 
changed due to nonlinear characteristics of the spectrum analyzer. It is impossible to estimate 
these changes, and a small number of measurement trials are not sufficient for real, reliable 
measurements. Hence, the measurement of the OBW can be made using a statistical method 
with many measurement trials [10].  

The distribution of the 99% OBW obtained from measured spectrum data, which can be 
produced by repeating the measurement more than 1,000 times using a spectrum analyzer in 
the field, follows the statistical characteristics of a Gaussian distribution and is shown in Fig. 7. 
Thus, the configuration of the OBW in a real field can be achieved using statistical methods 
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that follow Gaussian distributions. Fig. 8 shows a standard normal distribution, which follows 
a Gaussian distribution, and the number of optimum measurement trials can be defined by Eq. 
(5) [11]. 

  
/2ZN
e

α σ× =  
 

                                                                    (5) 

 
where, N is the number of proper samples, /2Zα is a standard normal distribution constant 
based on the reliability level, σ is a standard deviation, and e is an error range. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Occupied bandwidth distribution of DTV signal measured in a real field 
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Fig. 8. Standard normal distribution 
 

Thus, the number of samples used to measure the OBW of 8-VSB DTV signal (i.e. the 
number of measurements) can be defined by the reliability level, error range, and standard 
deviation. In the next section, we will define the number of optimum measurement trials to 
provide a reliability level of 99% and an error range of +/- 0.1%. 
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4. Measurement Results 
Virtual 8-VSB DTV signal were generated and used for the development of an OBW 
measuring standard; the measuring standard was derived through simulation and subsequent 
statistical analysis. The validity of this measuring standard was also verified by applying it to a 
real field. Actual field measurements of 8-VSB DTV signal were classified as measurement of 
the transmission signal at the monitoring port of a transmission station and field measurement 
at monitoring stations.  
 

4.1 Measurement results using simulated 8-VSB DTV signal 
 

To consider the effect of MACPR on the OBW of 8-VSB DTV signal and to investigate how 
MACPR varies with magnetic field strength, simulated DTV signal were generated and a 
simulation was performed. The modulation type was 8-VSB and the bandwidth was taken as 
5.5223 MHz.  

Changes in relative error and average OBW were obtained as a function of the change in the 
MACPR value in order to determine an exact value of the MACPR that could provide a 
relative error of 0.1% of the bandwidth of 5.5223 MHz of the simulated 8-VSB DTV signal in 
the simulated tests. Fig. 9 shows the changes in the average OBW according to changes in the 
MACPR value, and Fig. 10 shows the changes in relative error according to changes in the 
MACPR value. As a result, it can be seen that the relative error is within +/- 0.1% for a 
bandwidth of 5.5223 MHz when the MACPR value is taken as more than 35 dB. As examined 
in section 3.3, MACPR of 35 dB is large enough to neglect the effect of noise floor. Therefore, 
we shall take MACPR value as 35dB for effectively determining the location of monitoring 
station on-air environment. 

 In addition, because the measured OBW has statistical characteristics of a standard normal 
distribution following a Gaussian distribution, it is possible to obtain the minimum number of 
measurement samples, which are to be configured with a reliability level of 99% and an error 
of +/- 0.1%. The number of proper samples obtained from Eq. (5) was 341.  

 

 
Fig. 9. Changes in average occupied bandwidth as a function of the MACPR value 
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The 99% OBW measurement method recommended by ITU-R was applied to a region with  

MACPR value of more than 35 dB. In this case, it was possible to measure a highly reliable 
OBW when the minimum number of measurements trials was 341. In the real field 
measurement, the number of measurement trials was set at more than 600 to increase the 
reliability of the results. 

 

 
Fig. 10. Changes in relative error as a function of the MACPR value 

 

4.2 Measurement results at the DTV transmission station 
Transmitted signal were measured at the monitoring port of an 8-VSB DTV transmission 

station located in Namsan (latitude 37°32′55″; longitude 126°59′37″), Seoul, Korea. The 
center frequency of the transmitted DTV signal was 797 MHz. The signal was measured 1,000 
times by connecting a spectrum analyzer to the RF monitoring port of the transmission station.     

Radio waves are reflected, absorbed, scattered, refracted, and diffracted by the atmospheric 
conditions that they encounter, such as clouds and precipitation. Critically, different 
atmospheric conditions impact radio waves differently. The signals of commercial terrestrial 
users of spectrum, like cell towers or broadcasting relay towers, are often much stronger or 
weaker than the signals being transmitted due to the weather, water, and climate communities. 
This can cause radio frequency interference (RFI) with weather, water, and a variety of climate, 
which can degrade signal detection. Thus, the measurement was herein made in clear weather 
to minimize the deleterious problems due to bad case of weather condition and obtain the 
reliable results being employed for the OBW measurement of the DTV signals in real field.  

Table 3 shows the results for the MACPR and the OBW measured at the transmission 
station. From the results, the average OBW was 5.4785 MHz, the maximum and minimum 
OBW were 5.58 MHz and 5.36 MHz, respectively, and the standard deviation was 39.489 kHz. 
In addition, the average MACPR was 51.511 dB.  
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Table 3. OCCUPIED BANDWIDTH AND MACPR MEASURED 
AT THE DTV TRANSMISSION STATION 

Parameter Value 
Measurement Trials 1,000 
Occupied Bandwidth 5.4785 MHz 
Standard Deviation 39.489 kHz 

Maximum OBW 5.58 MHz 
Minimum OBW 5.36 MHz 
Mean MACPR 51.511 

 

 

4.3 Measurement results at monitoring station 
 
Measurements in the field were made 600 ~ 1,000 times for every measuring region after 

selecting 43 measuring areas that were guaranteed to be Line-of-Sight (LOS) environments in 
order to minimize decrease in magnetic field strength due to multi-path loss or environmental 
factors. Fig. 11 shows the 43 measuring areas in Seoul, Korea. 

Fig. 12 shows the measurement results for the OBW obtained in a real field with a choice of 
the MACPR value. As shown in Fig. 12, the OBW in a real field converges to a certain 
constant level of the OBW in which the MACPR has a higher value than a certain specific 
level. Therefore, it can be seen that the measured result approaches the value of the OBW 
directly measured at the RF monitoring port of the 8-VSB DTV transmission station when the 
OBW is measured at a region where the error range was within +/- 0.1% and the MACPR was 
more than 35 dB. Fig. 13 shows the OBW distribution and statistical characteristics of the 
sample data obtained in the field. It can be seen in Table 4 that the average OBW of the 
measured data (MACPR value of more than 35 dB) was 5.4816 MHz, the maximum and 
minimum OBW were 5.68 MHz and 5.32 MHz, respectively, and the standard deviation was 
49.436 kHz. Thus, the average OBW for a MACPR value over 35 dB did not exceed an error 
range of +/- 0.1% (0.0566%) of the average OBW of 5.4785 MHz measured at the DTV 
transmission station. This implies that the assumptions made in the simulated tests, where the 
OBW can be measured within an error range of +/- 0.1% and a MACPR value over 35 dB, can 
also be applied to a real field.  

The average OBW obtained from random sampling of over 600 samples among the 
measured samples with MACPR≥35 dB was 5.4809 MHz, the maximum and minimum OBW 
were 5.62 MHz and 5.34 MHz, respectively, and the standard deviation was 50.921 kHz. As a 
result, the average OBW did not exceed the desired error range of +/- 0.1% (0.0438%) of the 
average OBW of 5.4785 MHz measured at the DTV transmission station. Therefore, the OBW 
obtained from the measured samples, which were repeatedly obtained more than 600 times 
with MACPR values over 35 dB, are within an error range of +/- 0.1% of the OBW directly 
obtained at the DTV transmission station.   
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Fig. 11. The 43 measurement sites for OBW measurement; The triangle point is the DTV transmission 
station and the black points are the monitoring sites. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Occupied bandwidth vs. MACPR at monitoring stations 
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Fig. 13. Distribution of occupied bandwidth with MACPR≥35 dB obtained from measurements at 

monitoring stations 
 

 
Table 4. Comparison of Statistical OBW Measurement results between  

DTV TRANSMISSION STATION AND MONITORING STATION  

Parameter Transmission 
Station 

Monitoring Station with 
MACPR≥35 dB 

Measurement 
Trials 1,000 44,335 600 

Occupied 
Bandwidth[MHz] 5.4785 5.4816 5.4809 

Standard 
Deviation[kHz] 39.489 49.436 50.921 

Maximum 
OBW[MHz] 5.58 5.68 5.62 

Minimum 
OBW[MHz] 5.36 5.32 5.34 

Relative Error[%] - 0.0566 0.0438 
 

 
The measurement parameters and procedure are summarized as follows: 

• Measurement conditions and antenna parameters: 
– Line of sight transmission between the transmitter and receiver antenna must be  

ensured. 
– A directional antenna is recommended to reduce the effect of multipath fading and  

interferences with the OBW measurement. 
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 • Measurement parameters for the spectrum analyzer: 
– Center frequency: Carrier frequency of the transmitter 
– Resolution bandwidth: 30 kHz 
– Video bandwidth: 300 kHz 
– Scan bandwidth (SPAN): 12 MHz 
– Sweep time: 50 ms 
– Detection mode: Sample mode   
 

• Measurement procedure:  
– Step 1: Calculate MACPR in a scan bandwidth of 12 MHz. 
– Step 2: Calculate 99% OBW for that MACPR value, and record both OBW and  

MACPR. 
– Step 3: Repeat step 1 and 2 for more than 600 measurements of the OBW for  

MACPR values greater than 35 dB. 
–  Step 4: Acquire an average OBW and compare that with the prescribed OBW. 

 

5. Conclusion  

In this paper, we have proposed an effective measurement method of the OBW for 8-VSB 
DTV signal at monitoring stations. While the OBW measurement methods recommended by 
the ITU-R are not applicable to terrestrial DTV signal on-air environment, the proposed 
metbod  can be employed to measure the OBW of DTV signal on-air since it provides the 
reliable results on comparing with the direct measurement at the transmission station. When 
the proposed method was employed for 99% OBW measurements at monitoring stations with 
MACPR values over 35 dB, it was found that the results in the field were very close to those 
obtained at the transmission station and were within an error of +/- 0.1% relative to the average 
99% OBW obtained from the direct measurement at the RF monitoring port of the 
transmission station. Furthermore, it has been found that the environmental factors such as 
fading margin and the noise characteristics of the receiver do not have significant impacts on 
the accuracy of the OBW of the transmitted channel which is made a measurement at the 
location where MACPR is relatively large (e.g., over 35 dB). The proposed measurement 
method is expected to provide reliable results for 99% OBW measurements of 8-VSB DTV 
signal on the air. 

 In future work, we shall consider whether the proposed measurement method is effectively 
applicable to several types of the modulated signals in real field. 
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